
NextGen Benefits 
Boot Camp 
faster. stronger. better. 

Employee benefits has become an 

exercise in serial failure that has 

drained the enjoyment & fulfillment 

from the business. You love what you 

do right?  

Unfortunately, the failures of the 

current approach are making it nearly 

impossible to have that passion 

anymore - and none of it is your fault. 

High out-of-pockets, unstainable cost 

trends and ridiculous rate increases 

are not on the adviser. It’s the broken 

status quo model. 

NextGen Benefits Bootcamp is a no-frills, 

intensive workshop to get your agency into 

NextGen shape quickly and with a lot less effort. 

Here’s the game plan & what to expect: 

Designed for advisers new to NextGen 

Benefits and those advisers ready to 

accelerate these proven strategies for 

faster results.

Curated with an elite faculty for intimate 

trainings of like-minded benefits 

professionals. 

Built in an immersive environment 

to learn, design and implement the 

essential strategies for NextGen benefits 

Developed with tactical processes 

and plans for successful implementation 

Made for a deep-dive into the actual 

techniques (no theory) with a 

step-by-step curriculum taken straight 

from the advisers selling NextGen in

the C-Suite now. 

Supported by best-selling, ready-to-use 

textbooks, Breaking Through the 

Status Quo, NextGeneration Healthcare 

and The CEO's Guide to Restoring 

the American Dream. 

You also receive a Boot Camp workbook 

and an extensive set of ready-to-run 

templates to expedite the implementation 

for your agency. 

Experience the refreshing new 
model that delivers a radically 
different approach to healthcare. 

Break free from the BUCHAHs  
and empower C-Suites to take 
control of their health spend, 
reduce health care costs (in 
the first year!) and drastically 
improve the quality of care. 

Upgrade Your Expertise 
and Capabilities with 
NextGen Benefits. 

NextGen Benefits is radically 

changing all of this. 

Reclaim Your Value 

It’s Time. 







Deb Ault is one of the foremost authorities on the NextGen Health Care 

ecosystem. As the leading expert on medical utilization management    

– a NextGen health plan’s central nervous system – she understands 

how the various components work together and knows from 

experience the pitfalls and tripwires that wreak havoc and undermine 

results in a NextGen health plan.  

She has been featured in Employee Benefit Adviser magazine and has 

spoken at industry conferences and C-Suite healthcare forums across 

the country.

NELSON GRISWOLD

Managing Director

NextGen Benefits 
Mastermind Partnership

Lead Instructor 

Nelson Griswold is the leading architect of NextGen Benefits, the author 

of DO OR DIE: Reinventing Your Benefits Firm for Post-Reform Success, 

and lead author of the bestsellers, Breaking Through the Status Quo 

and NextGeneration Healthcare, two books that are part of the Boot 

Camp curriculum.

He is the Managing Director of the NextGen Benefits Mastermind 

Partnership, a national executive peer-exchange network for agency 

owners that has produced some of the industry’s most recognized and 

honored advisers, including two recognized as Benefit Adviser of the 

Year, two selected as Broker of the Year Finalists, and numerous advisers 

named Top Women in Benefit Advising and Rising Stars in Advising.

The Founder and Chairman of ASCEND – The Agency Growth & 

Leadership Summit, Nelson writes a column for Employee Benefit 

Adviser, is an in-demand keynote speaker, and serves on numerous 

industry boards.

An outspoken advocate for change in benefits and health care, David 

Contorno is widely acknowledged as one of the nation’s most effective 

benefits advisers. His numerous case studies document his ability lower 

costs for both employers and their employees while improving benefits 

for employees. A craftsman-like technician, he brings years of 

experience in both the C-Suite and HR department.

A popular speaker at industry events, David has been honored by 

BenefitsPRO magazine as the 2015 Broker of the Year and was 

recognized by Forbes magazine as “one of America’s most innovative 

benefits leaders.” 
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